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Problem: Chronology Building 

Traditional methods of chronology building in Maya Archaeology have limited
utility at the ancient Maya townsite of Alabama due to:
• complex earthen-core architecture with minimal refuse within platform cores
• soil conditions resulting in poorly preserved ceramic assemblages
• A flat radiocarbon calibration curve in the Late to Terminal Classic transition.

Objectives: Settlement Growth Processes

In this study, we attempt to 1) develop directly dated sequences for residential
constructions and occupations, and 2) analyze these sequences within a
Bayesian statistical framework, as a way of circumventing the above-
mentioned issues with chronology building at Alabama.

Context: Alabama Townsite

This ancient Maya “boomtown” of East-Central Belize (Figure 1), named after
a 1950s banana plantation barracks (ancient name unknown), was
constructed and occupied primarily during the transition between the Late
Classic to Terminal Classic periods (ca. AD 700-900).1 Occupation extended
into Early Postclassic (AD 900-1200) in some portions of the settlement.2
Approximately 1000 people lived at Alabama, based on our recent
settlement survey and population calculations. The archaeological site lies
adjacent the present-day village of Maya Mopan (estb. 1975) in the Stann
Creek District. We have been conducting research at Alabama since 2014
(Figure 2).

Figure 1. Map of central Belize showing location of 
Alabama2 .

Methods: 
AMS14C Dating & Bayesian Modelling

We chose two residential mounds in group ALA-047 to test
Bayesian chronological modelling.3 Bayesian chronological
models combine probability distributions from radiocarbon
dates with prior information from the archaeological record
(e.g., stratigraphy, ceramic sequences). Our methods followed
these steps:
• Collected seven carbon samples from stratigraphically

ordered contexts in test excavations at ALA-047A (n = 3)
and ALA-047B (n = 4). These were submitted for AMS 14C
analysis (Table 1).

• Developed Bayesian chronological models using OxCal 4.4
to create ordered sequences for their construction and
occupation histories.4-7

• Created uniform and Charcoal Outlier models (see QR
code) to test for difference outcomes.

• Modelled strata that separate directly dated deposits as
boundaries (events not directly dated) and modelled
groups of dates within a phase (i.e., unordered samples
from construction core).

• Placed boundaries at the start and end of each sequence
• Identified outlier dates and problematic prior assumptions

when agreement fell below a critical value (A’c = 60).4

Results: 
Bayesian Sequence Models

ALA-047A (Figure 3): Overall Agreement Index (A-model) =
92. Start (cal AD 114-773) and end (cal AD 1045-1937)
boundaries are poorly constrained (few priors available).
• Model indicates carbon samples from construction core

date between cal AD 613-775 and cal AD 663-866.
These dates reflect the timing of burning the wood in a
secondary location rather than the construction event.
Charcoal was likely deposited with quarried earthen
material during construction. This dates platform
construction to some point in the late facet of the Late
Classic or Terminal Classic periods (~AD 675-900).
Modelling suggests the platform was in use between
cal AD 679-1156; the start of this range is likely too early.
The final AMS 14C date range in the model is cal AD
1041-1216, derived from charcoal associated with
structure collapse or terminal habitation debris.
Ceramics recovered from this context support this Early
Postclassic (AD 900-1200) date range.

ALA-047B (Figure 4): Overall Agreement Index (A-model) =
85. Start (cal AD 425-815) and end (cal AD 1001-1402)
boundaries are relatively well constrained.
• A 14C date from the occupation horizon level that

extends beneath the platform dates to between cal AD
656-777. Builders then constructed the platform atop
this surface between cal AD 670-839. During
occupation, residents pushed habitation debris off the
platform, between cal AD 700-880, based on a 14C date.
They then constructed or deposited an enigmatic daub
feature atop this debris between cal AD 736-1018. A 14C
sample from this feature indicates it was used between
cal AD 896-1033, a date supported by the limited
associated ceramics. The feature was no longer in use
between cal AD 920-1139. Debris associated with the
terminal occupation, accumulated atop and to the side
of the feature, dates to between cal AD 1021-1155,
supported by associated ceramics.

Conclusions

• Carbon recovered from within earthen-core platforms does not provide accurate age 
determinations for construction. However, precision may improve when we include additional 
priors, especially 14C dates from stratigraphic contexts above and below (i.e., underlying occupation 
horizons, habitation debris above).

• Samples selected from habitation contexts (e.g., habitation debris) or prepared occupation 
surfaces provide the most accurate age determinations to date occupation contexts.

• When preserved, pottery checks accuracy and allows greater precision of 14C date ranges.
• Outlier models (see QR code) provide negligible differences in posterior probabilities or 

Agreement Indices.
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Figure 2. Excavating at ALA-045A (left) and ALA-
045B (right).

Table 1. Calibrated AMS 14C dates for ALA-047. Calibrated with 
OxCal 4.44 using the IntCal20 northern hemisphere 
atmospheric radiocarbon calibration curve8.

Figure 3. Profile and Bayesian model of ALA-047A (modelled in 
OxCal 4.44).

Figure 4. Profile and Bayesian model of ALA-047B (modelled in 
OxCal 4.44).
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